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Save the date 
Lake Tabourie weekend 13th - 15th May 

Register your interest now at layback.entrys@outlook.com 

Image source https://www.holidayhaven.com.au/lake-tabourie/lake-tabourie/lake-tabourie/lake-tabourie/ 

 

A great weekend away for all members at beautiful Lake Tabourie.  Options to stay in one of the 
booked cabins or use your own van/tent, just let us know your preference when registering interest 
layback.entrys@outlook.com   

 

 

Happy Birthday Layback Longboarders

To all LBL Members,

Today is the 30th birthday of our fabulous club.
We had our very first point score on Sunday 1st March 
1992 at 7:30 am at Bellambi with about seventy starters 
and a hand full of grommets and the rest is history.
For the full story go to laybacks.com.au and look under 
latest news and it’s a few pages in.
https://laybacks.com.au/?page_id=13595
Cheers
George Kennedy



Dear Leader’s Words for February
Greetings Dear Members,
Well what a start to the year eh?  One of those wild and woolly days at our Secret Spot 
when, if you were out just looking for a surf, you’d drive by and go home and do 
something useful!  But we couldn’t, there was surf, and how, and wind and rain - a 
trifecta of delight!  One of my anxious thoughts during the night before was that it was 
going to be way too big, both safety wise, and just too big for the reef with the big ones 
just mushing out in the channel, so I was much relieved to see it that morning - big and 
pretty ugly, but with faces, lots of them, and not quite onshore wind…

Wonderful to have our little gathering circle in the grey windy early morning and talk 
up the start of the year, the new committee, and just being together again as a club.  Old 
Mals went out first, and they really enjoyed it….no leg ropes adding to the level of 
enjoyment shared by all!  Big bouncy walls to negotiate on those ornery beasts, that as 
Scotty says, were never any good to surf.. quite an amazing performance by all I 
thought, and speaking of Scotty, I don’t think I ever heard him as pissed off with the 
surf he had at the end of that heat!

Dave Milnes the stalwart, worked hard to get some half decent shots in the wind and 
shifting light, not to mention the rain!  Just when you thought it would not get worse, it 
did!  And so the heats rolled out, in these challenging conditions, waves got bigger again, 
both the main swell, and the big cross waves - if only we were on fishes!

Considering the weather it was a good turn out, and I think anyone who came, left with 
an invigorated smile on their face from the powerful conditions, wind, rain, and of 
course the fact that it was over!  Lara, Aiden and little Alby arrived, and Mum and Dad 
took turns ripping in their heats, well as much as they could anyway…

We pinned the shelters down, and put up a couple of walls, and that kept the worst of the 
rain and wind off, and we worked through the heats, judges mostly turned up, the barbie 
kicked in, lifting the mood. Then a few lucky crew got a heat when the wind dropped and 
went offshore until they finished….then kicked in onshore again.

There was all kinds of chat and shenanigans going on on shore, so I didn’t watch the 
heats a lot, but some standouts I saw were Lumbo in the second old mal heat on a dog of 
a D fin board, no leggie, somehow steering and actually turning through these multi 
faced beasts (he headed for the heat late as is his usual casual approach..), Fitzy speed 
carving his thruster and bouncing on all the energy, Lara back in the water smooth and 
stylish, Scotty powering his Stinger, and Aiden still pulling off some of those big pig 
board moves characteristic of him.  For me, my first heat I couldn’t get the rythm of the 
waves, but ‘enjoyed’ watching my heat buddies riding the pulses, and my second heat 
was a bit better, but I wasn’t unhappy for the end siren to sound!

After a 45 minute horizontal rain segment when we all cowered in any shelter we could, 
the day wound down, Tommy got the beers (who needs ice when they will go quickly?), 
and a bunch of us chewed the fat, and felt that warm glow of a day in the wilds of nature 
coming to an end, while we drank the beer!

Thank you to all who attended, I reckon it bodes well for the coming year, so see  you all 
on the 6th of March!
Hoo Roo for now,
Andy (DL)



Tales From The Green Room
Greetings Earth Creatures,
Corza wanted stories of ANY kind for the Newsletter, even half baked ones, so let me 
deliver….Tales From the Green Room!  Possible memories from my youf, growing up at 
Bondi from about 1972 to 78 for your reading pleasure….

So, my first board was a Nipper Williams 6’10” single fin, sort of a rounded pin, eggy 
shape, with that funny nose rocker they used to put in those eggy shapes, where the nose 

rolls up quickly into an amusing, but charming, point…  
this one was in repaired deep green bottom then a lighter 
resin tint deck in the same shade of green, great looking if 
you didn’t look too closely at it…

Funny thing about that board, which I trashed and did 
‘invisible’ repairs on, but had a ball, when Finbox (yes 
Scotty, Finbox..) opened and Chris set up all the 
longboards on the left hand side as you walk in, lined up 
over a HUGE black and white print of  Simon, on the 
opposite wall, he put up merch, but also a few boards, and 
there was a Nipper Williams board identical to my first 
board - if smaller!  Apparently Chris’s Dad’s board, but 
anyway, I was transported seeing one in the fibre flesh so 
to speak, and they were nice enough to get it off the wall, 
and I got a photo with it!  Talk about stoked!

There is more to that story…  I bought the Nipper from a 
mate, who also had it as a first board.  I remember going 
around to his place, all excited, cash in hand, he lived at 

the bottom of a three storey block of flats off Edgecliffe Rd, not far from the edge of Cooper 
Park, beautiful little valley of a park…  anyway, it was red brick block, and I remember 
standing in the glare of the concrete slab 
out the back in the morning blast of the sun, 
and he handed it over, and I held it in my 
hands, and maybe could feel something of 
my future path shining out, like Rasta does 
in ‘Blue Horizon’ when he relates how he 
was asked if he wanted to just free surf for a 
living, courtesy of Billabong, and the sun 
rises behind him in a sort of semi religious 
lighting..(it is Rasta, don’t forget)…

Seriously, it was verra cool (as Jamie would 
say in Outlander).  So my mate was also 
friends with some of the chaps in one of the 
‘Ramps’ at the beach, and he asked me to 
head down one Saturday for a surf.  I lived 
further back from Bondi, but could get there in about 20 minutes on a bike, or there was 
the 365 bus, and they always looked favourably on a young lad such as myself, making 
use of our tax money…especially klonking a board on board..  

One for Killer so he puts this in 
the Newsletter..

by Andy G



So what were the ‘Ramps’ you 
ask, you South Coast spoiled 
surfer with actual ‘trees’ at the 
beach.. here is a rather creepy 
screen shot courtesy of Google 
Earth, but you can see that it is 
almost identical to a similar 
view of Easties - naaat….yes, 
very easy to clean concrete and 
exhausted lawns..

It is a SE facing bay, so great in a 
NE wind, and it picks up South 

swell a bit like Easties.  So there is the water, then a usually very wide light yellow sand 
beach, then a sea wall right around the bay with a wide promenade behind it, then 
another long wall holding up the parking area terrace.  You would cross the wide parking 
area (no shade whatsoever) then step up a short wall to cross across the aforementioned 
exhausted lawns up to another carpark, then wide Campbell Pde, then a line of shops and 
scungy flats above.

There was the Bondi Hotel pile of brick (still very similar today) in the middle, then up 
slope at the southern end, the Astra… people would talk about the Astra in dark tones, 
even compared to the Bondi, ‘junkie pub’ was the word..

Other than the two pubs, there wasn’t a lot - maybe two nice-ish European style 
restaurants, a Lebanese Restaurant ‘Ya Habibi’ (my darling I think it means), two fish 
and chip shops - one you would walk into with a big counter, and the other was pretty 
much straight on the street, smaller.  I remember we would frequent this one for fish 
cakes (some with genuine fish!) and of course potato scallops, usually with vinegar.  The 
big reason we went there was that it was right next door to Vallis’ Milkbar, and although 
the other milk bar on the strip - Bates’ - was fine thank you, something about Mr and Mrs 
Vallis’ establishment, with its dingy old counter and the kind of dark ceiling you aren’t 
meant to have a look up into, a bit crowded with stuff, just struck a chord with us, so 
that’s where we would hang out after surfs.  

Of course, it also had pinball machines, and the first pinball I 
ever fell in love with…. Buckaroo!  Check out these pics - talk 
about irresistable for a lad with coins burnng a hole in his 

pocket!  20c (one platypus) for 4 
games, and you could crack a free 
game once you got to know Bucky’s 
quirks. 



I have a vivid memory of standing at Vallis’ after a winter surf, with a couple of reprobate 
mates, cold, and warming up with a ‘hot chocolate milk shake’ - a normal one in a 
scratched, but shiny aluminium milkshake cup heated up with the cappucino machine 
steam….so, as you do, we are chatting, bagging each other out, that kind of thing, when 
one of my pals said something I found particularly funny, just after I had sucked up a 
mouthfull, burst into laughs and snorted the hot milkshake out of my nostrils…. they 
were used to it…

So, back to the ramps - they were the Tribes of 
Bondi surfers at the time.  If you look along the 
wide concrete promenade, which was looking 
pretty sad at the time - worn out concrete and 
rusty pipe fences, working from the southern end 
of the beach, you have the ‘Rocks’ crew  next to and 
below the Icebergs Club.  These guys were COOL!  
Aspirational, god like, these guys didn’t froth so 
much as burn in the surf, they had the knack of 
riding the reef peaks just off the rocks and really 
surf the juice that would often gather at this end of 
the beach as one of the rips would blast out here 
and really set up some complex peaks sometimes..

Then there were the Boys from the Bush (don’t 
laugh) this bit of lawn and shrubs marked in red, 
not to be confused with ‘First Ramp’ - marked in 
yellow, or, you get it, ‘Second Ramp’ in pink..

Then there was THIRD RAMP! 
The happiest kingdom of them 
all, as Uncle Walt would say… and 
that was where I turned up one 
day, with my mate who sold me 
my said Nipper Williams board, 
with said board under arm, and 
Brett (my mate) introduced me 
to 5 or 6 of the crew, standing 
around on the promenade just to the south of ‘Third Ramp’, boards strewn, towels on the 
rail, lots of skin cancers developing….

So, as surfers you just meet do, they all forgot my name straight away, and at some stage 
later in the day, one of them asked another one of the crew my name, and they had 
forgotten too, so they called me by my board - Nipper…  Thats all they called me all those 
years, and one of said friends from those days still calls me that!    

So, a last note re the Ramps / Rocks / Bush… there was a sliding scale of skill level and 
mostly age from south to north, with south being older / better.  There was a clear carreer 
path you may say, and for some they did graduate south from ramp to ramp to, the 
ultimate, the Rocks..  but from the get go, I felt at home with this crew, all pretty much the 
same age - 15 or 16, and although Bondi is no winding point or reef break, there were a lot 
of waves with its aspect, and I joined the clan…..  to be continued!



Hi	everyone,	

I	am	intending	raffling	off	a	new	hand	shaped	custom	surfboard	of	your	choice,	from	
Carabine	Surfboards,	to	raise	$2,000.00	to	donate	to	the	Cerebral	Palsy	Alliance	at	Fairy	
Meadow	NSW.	

The	aim	is	to	sell	100	tickets	at	$20.00	each!	This	is	a	very	worthwhile	charity,	and	I	would	
personally	appreciate	your	support.	I	will	be	bringing	raffle	tickets	along	to	the	February	
point	score	or	do	a	Bank	transfer,	so	Layback	members	can	get	first	opportunity	to	purchase	
tickets.	

Bank	transfer	Details:		

BSB: 641 800	

Account: 011131813 

Account Name: Layback Longboarders Inc. 

Reference Details: Board Raffle Your Name  (Board Raffle Kelly Slater) 

Or buy a ticket from me personally with cash!  

Thank	you	for	your	kind	support.	

Billy	Morris.		

























2021 final results

2022 Results


